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I think it’s clear that the debate goes into right direction, the idea you guys 

propose, the discussion about reasons why mothers prefer not to breastfeed 

their baby, and discussion whether or not alternatives exist in SQ are in line 

with the spirit of the motion. However,  I believe the debate can only be 

considered as average to below average debate. Some of the idea you guys 

propose lacked in explanation to make the arguments relevant with the 

motion, the response given to others were also sometimes problematic that it 

can’t really decrease the merit of your opponent’s rebuttal. This made the flow 

of the debate not really good as you are unable to utilize the time given to 

make the debate dynamic with persuasive arguments and damaging rebuttals. 

Moving forward to the result, I give the first rank to CG, second to CO, third to 

OG, and fourth to OO 

CG got first since I believe their analysis on how breastfeeding correlates with 

affection that shaped the attitude of children, how family comes with 

responsibility that could make government interfere with individual choice and 

improvement to workplace as a whole are things that are not only extend the 

debate but also make an important addition that completes the argument 

coming from the opening. CO also tried to add something missing from OO by 

giving analysis on how self -determination exist and could not be compromised 

in grey area. However, I believe further analysis is needed to accept this point, 

with all benefits that have been explained from CG and OG, how come 

breastfeeding can be categorized as only giving slight benefit? With analysis of 

responsibility of family as unit, how individual choice can overcome them? 

More analysis to those points are needed for me to accept it, therefore CG is 

better in terms of extension than CO . 

CO however, did make some response that’s pretty damaging to CG. It was the 

response that say forcing mothers to compromise their productivity and career 

would discourage people to form family in an already aging population. It was 



good to point out the flaw in government case, however it still can’t make CO 

get higher rank than OO because there are also arguments from CG that has 

explained that progressiveness to better facilitate pregnant woman can be 

gotten in their proposal so it was not enough to fully tackle government case. 

Why CO is better than OG and OO is better at fulfilling their role to make 

dynamic of the debate. OG and OO were not particularly good at setting up the 

debate. OG explained that mother has responsibility but why she has a 

responsibility? OO argued that self-determination should be owned by woman 

and can’t be compromised as it doesn’t have harm but what about the analysis 

that formula milk could cause harm to baby? Why government should promote 

such value for society? Compared to them, CO might also have problem at 

their argument to extent the debate, but their rebuttal did contribute a lot to 

the debate. Response about how productivity of works correlate with 

company’s and career woman’s interests is explained quite well and raise the 

stake for passing this proposal. CO also made more effective rebuttal to whole 

opening bench than OO, alternative of formula milk with colostrum, question 

about why right of baby is higher than woman came from CO and raise doubt 

towards OG’s case. If I compare it with OO, CO’s responses were superior, for 

example OO’s rebuttal that said nothing new is there in OG’s case came as 

dismissive for me and there are also points OO didn’t rebut from OG. 

The last is between OO and OG, what ultimately determine which one is better 

is whether alternative proposed by OG can be applied with same result to 

society. The analysis in principle level about responsibility and self-

determination were underdeveloped so their point about which actor should 

be more important when mother don’t want to breastfeed baby can’t be used 

to pick which one is better than another. So to conclude, I have to see which 

proposal has a better implication towards society. OO proposes two alternative 

, one is breast pumping and second is synthetic colostrum. OG has tackled 

down point about synthetic colostrum by saying it has risks of human error 

that can cause harms to children and that’s different with natural milk from fit 

mother that wouldn’t harm baby. Now the alternative of breast pumping is 

what’s problematic because both teams mentioned this and panel of 

adjudicators are not sure whether this alternative is exclusive to opposition or 

if breast pumping is included in government’s mechanism. But in the end, I 



contemplate that in government’s mechanism the point was about whether 

this milk enter baby’s body when medical checkup was done so breastfeeding 

and breast pumping don’t really matter as long as the baby got the milk. This 

null the point from opening opposition and convince me that making mothers 

breastfeed the baby is better than alternatives provided by opposition. 


